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The Key Role Played by PR in Driving Sales for
Vegan Galaxy Chocolate…
• As the UK looks forward to a time without lockdowns and a return to more ‘normal’ ways of living, food and drinks
brands are having to consider how they will meet the needs of consumers in a more health-conscious world. They are
also having to consider the likely impact of regulation over HFSS ingredients as well as new rules on marketing and
advertising for their products. These could see the introduction of draconian TV watersheds and even the banning of
digital advertising all together for products deemed damaging to health.
• These issues, combined with dramatic changes in lifestyle choices accelerated by the pandemic, have resulted in food
and drinks brands looking to new markets with an increasingly health-conscious twist. One such market attracting
strong interest from both consumers and manufacturers alike is vegan confectionary, especially chocolate. Whatever
anyone’s views on vegan products might be, there is little doubt that consumers see plant-based foods as healthier for
both themselves and the planet.
• In November 2019, Mars became the world’s first major confectionery company to offer a plant-based alternative to
its range, with the milk-free Galaxy bar shifting the vegan chocolate market very much into the mainstream. More
recently, Swiss food giant, Nestle, announced plans for a plant-based Kit-Kat, Lindt launched a vegan range in
Germany and Cadbury has been heavily rumoured to be developing vegan versions of its milk chocolate products for
the UK. All of these developments signal a dramatic increase in demand for vegan chocolate.
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The Key Role Played by PR in Driving Sales for
Vegan Galaxy Chocolate…
• The challenge for brands will be how to market their products given that vegan chocolate is expensive and
confectionary is still confectionary no matter how ‘healthy’ it might appear. In today’s world of purpose-based
marketing it is imperative that brands ‘walk the walk’ as much as they ‘talk the talk’ if hard-won reputations are to be
maintained and developed.
• In such circumstances, PR is the stand-out marketing discipline where messaging can be complex and building and
sustaining trust plays such a key role. Yet many in the marketing industry would argue that PR does not have the
impact of other disciplines; and, regardless of its benefits, cannot be tracked and measured in the same way as other
marketing disciplines. Such views are now outdated and wrong.

• In this mini-report Metricomm will reveal, first, how PR – through online media coverage – can play a major role in driving
consumer interest, brand consideration and intent to purchase, in this instance for Galaxy vegan chocolate; and second, how
it can be measured and tracked right down to the retailers benefiting most through PR activity.
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Our passion…

We are passionate about
proving the effectiveness of PR
activity on
real and measurable
business outcomes.
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The ‘holy grail’ of PR…
• Proving the impact of media coverage on key business outcomes is seen as ‘the
holy grail’ of public relations
• Metricomm now makes this achievable at the highest levels of statistical
significance and confidence
• Proving the impact of online media coverage enables the true value of PR to
be understood and appreciated
• PR delivers outstanding business results in its own right and plays a major role
in amplifying the effectiveness of other marketing disciplines
• Metricomm’s solution makes competitor analysis cost-effective and affordable
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PRoof for Mars…
In the following charts, Metricomm’s PRSV technology and PRoof insights demonstrate that Mars’ PR activity has
driven real and measurable business outcomes for its vegan Galaxy range
1.
2.

3.
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Metricomm’s PRSV determines the online media coverage most likely to have been seen by Mars’
audiences
Metricomm’s PRSV determines the size of audience most likely to have read and reacted to this
coverage over time, which we call the engaged audience. This is the key to understanding the true
impact of media coverage
Metricomm’s PRoof insights uses sophisticated big data techniques to identify and understand patterns
and trends in audience behaviour generated by this engagement. Here we have tracked behaviour
using Google searches, which are strongly linked with sales and an excellent metric for consumer
interest and consideration. Other data could just as easily be used, e.g. website visitors or business
enquiries
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PR coverage drives search…
Figure 1
• Figure 1 shows raw data of UK Google searches for vegan
Galaxy chocolate (blue line) and the engaged audience
generated by online media coverage for Galaxy vegan
chocolate over the same period (red line). The ‘engaged
audience’ is derived using Metricomm’s PRSV algorithm,
which determines the size of audience most likely to have
found, read and reacted to online coverage about Galaxy
vegan chocolate.

Figure 2

• PRoof is Metricomm’s system that takes this raw data and
turns it into manageable insights, which can be easily
interpreted and understood. In this instance figure 2 shows
results from the raw data of figure 1, revealing the PR
effect of online media coverage about Galaxy vegan
chocolate on UK Google searches for vegan Galaxy
chocolate over the same period.
• Google searches provide an excellent proxy for consumer
interest, consideration and intent to purchase. Other data,
from Google Analytics to sales figures can also be used
with PRoof
• PRoof uses rigorous statistical analysis to ensure results are
robust, with the minimum level of statistical significance
accepted being 98%, although 99% and higher is not
uncommon. We can therefore be extremely confident that
results are real and not down to chance.

• From figure 2, the effect of online media coverage when the vegan Galaxy brand was launched in November 2019, is immediately
obvious (point 1), peaking at around 90% during the weeks after launch. The effect of online media coverage over a similar period
in 2020 (point 2) provides strong evidence of the seasonal impact of Christmas, but the impact of PR in amplifying that effect
remains very considerable, averaging at around 10% to 20% over the period.
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Effect of Online Media Coverage on ‘Traditional
Supermarket’ vs Online Retailers…
Figure 3

Figure 4

• From a business and sales perspective, understanding the
impact of online media coverage on consumer interest,
consideration and intent to purchase through retail outlets is
obviously crucial. Figure 3 shows UK Google searches for
vegan Galaxy chocolate (blue line) averaged across eight major
‘traditional’ UK supermarkets: Waitrose, Tesco, M&S, Asda,
Sainsbury’s, Morrisons, Lidl and Aldi. Figure 4 shows UK
Google searches for vegan Galaxy chocolate (blue line) for
Amazon and ‘online retail’. In both cases, as with figure 2, the
online media coverage driving these consumer searches was for
Galaxy vegan chocolate.

• The profile of UK Google searches in figure 3 is clearly very
different from that in figures 2 and 4, despite the online media
coverage driving them being exactly the same. From a sales
perspective this is hugely significant, with clear and strong
evidence that for this market segment at least consumers were
far more likely to turn to Amazon and ‘online retail’ to find out
where and how the brand could be purchased at launch.
• For ‘traditional supermarkets’, however, PR drove much greater
consideration and intent to purchase after a considerable
consumer ‘discovery phase’ of around six to eight months. At
the same time, consideration and purchase intent for Amazon
and online retail dropped dramatically following the launch
period, which strongly supports Amazon’s strategy of opening
bricks and mortar stores while others are closing them.
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• All too often, large PR budgets are assigned to a launch with relatively little left for longer-term activity. Yet clearly, in
many cases there is a need to maintain spend over the longer period, which is when PR is likely to have the greatest
impact. These longer-term effects are what we call ‘PR utility’ and they play an important role in the business outcomes
generated by public relations. Proof can play a major part in identifying the effectiveness of a brand’s PR utility, which
in turn maximises sales, revenue and margins
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Impact of Different Types of Online Media
on Retailers…
Figure 5. Effectiveness of national media
• Insights into the effectiveness of different types of
media also have major implications for PR planning and
budgets.
• In addition they can provide a great deal of evidence
of the need to understand consumer behaviour in
response to PR activity, including product launches.

Figure 6. Effectiveness of consumer media

• Simply knowing that ‘strong coverage’ has been
achieved is no longer sufficient in highly competitive,
low-margin markets where online media coverage can
drive significant sales long after the launch.
• Figures 5, 6 and 7 show the effectiveness of online
coverage for Galaxy vegan chocolate on where vegan
chocolate can be purchased, by national, consumer and
regional media, respectively.

Figure 7. Effectiveness of regional media

• The difference in scales should be noted, with
effectiveness peaking at 29% around mid-October
2020, for national media; at 62% for consumer media
around Christmas, 2020; and at 22% for regional
media around the beginning of December 2019, shortly
after the product’s launch.
• Feeding such intelligence back into the PR planning
process maximises opportunities to generate sales uplift
and marketing ROI
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The Key Role Played by PR in Driving Sales for
Vegan Galaxy Chocolate…
•

Metricomm’s PRoof allows us to dive deeper into the data to understand more about specific media most likely to be driving the trends that have been revealed. What the deeper dive
reveals is that for nationals it was mirror.co.uk and dailymail.co.uk that played the greatest role. For consumer media it was thetab.com, spectator.co.uk and the more vegan-specialist online
publications of veganfoodandliving.com, plantbasednews.org and totallyveganbuzz.com. Things are less clear with specific regional media, but the evidence suggests these are more likely to
be those serving major student cities, including London.

•

Again, these insights have major implications for PR planning and budgets. For instance, the ‘student’ link is clearly evident given the high effectiveness of coverage in thetab.com, despite the
fact that vegan chocolate is priced at a premium. This very likely reflects a growing awareness among young people, especially students, that more healthy treat options, from both a personal
and environmental perspective, are worth paying a premium price to enjoy.

•

Also of interest is the strength of mirror.co.uk, which is not a publication that necessarily springs to mind when it comes to vegan alternatives! What this tells us is that ‘test and learn’ should now
become part of the PR planning process. If there is compelling evidence that targeting a certain segment or specific media generates stronger business outcomes, which PRoof is revealing here,
then these should be tested if at all possible.

Figure 8. National media contributing
most to consumer interest in Galaxy
vegan chocolate
Figure 9. Consumer media contributing most to consumer
interest in Galaxy vegan chocolate
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Conclusions and Summary…
• This mini-report has focused on the effectiveness of online media coverage for Galaxy’s vegan chocolate brand in
driving UK Google searches for different search terms, since its launch in November 2019, to the present day.
Google search provides a strong proxy for consumer interest, brand consideration and intent to purchase.
• The findings reported here, however, are simply those at ‘the tip of the iceberg’ and there are many, many more
insights that can be generated from this analysis. These range from the effectiveness of PR through online media
coverage in driving other Galaxy vegan brands, such as Galaxy vegan milkshakes and hot chocolate, to
understanding how online media coverage for one theme, topic or issue can have an impact on consumer interest for a
related but different theme, topic or issue.
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Conclusions and Summary…
In summary, the report reveals:
1. That online media coverage for Galaxy vegan chocolate has had a significant impact on UK Google searches for
various search terms relating to the brand, retailers and the vegan chocolate market, as well as specifically for the
brand itself

2. PR activity utilising online media coverage is highly effective at driving consumer behaviour with regards to vegan
chocolate
3. The short-term impact of PR through product launches in the vegan chocolate market is most likely to drive consumers
to Amazon, specifically, and online retailers, in general

4. The longer-term impact of PR through online media coverage is considerable, especially with regards to driving
consideration and intent to purchase through ‘traditional’ supermarket retailers
5. Despite its premium price, there is compelling evidence for targeting young people, especially students, with regards
to the vegan chocolate market

6. Test and learn techniques commonly used in other marketing disciplines should become routine in PR planning and
implementation, as the effectiveness of PR using sophisticated analysis is now readily available
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Coming up…

Who we are…
Why we exist…

PR & business targets… Why
we’re different… Our benefits

& pricing…
You & us…
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Who we are…

Metricomm launched in September 2020,
however our approach is proven and has been used
by brands in multiple sectors to plan & evaluate their
PR activity, including…
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Broadcast

Retail

Finance

Government

Health

Technology
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Who we are…
He sold his media evaluation company
to Gorkana over a decade ago

Meet

Mark Westaby

Media
evaluation
pioneer

Working with PR and data experts,
Mark’s back because media evaluation
hasn’t been able to:
Keep up with changes in media
consumptions habits

Demonstrate how PR is driving
business targets
Access affordable data solutions

Adapt to a changing world
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Why we exist…

We are a
data company,
with a clear mandate to
elevate PR standing in the
boardroom and bring
alignment between
PR and business
targets.
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PR & business targets…
1

2
PR creates a strategy to meet these objectives
and this includes media relations. And rightly
so, online media coverage alone is extremely
influential, driving 95% of audience reaction

PR is brought in to drive business targets.
These targets could be to increase online
searches, traffic to the website and ultimately
increase sales

4
PR results do not reflect the business target
metrics. Instead measures include reach,
Opportunity to see – and the boardroom can’t
see the correlation between PR and their
targets

Are your PR and
business targets
aligned?
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Lots of coverage secured but the reality is only
a small proportion helps with meeting the
business objectives. Majority of the coverage
simply raises awareness of the business

3
Our ongoing evaluation reveals what’s
working so you can revise your media
approach live, and provides data that shows
how PR is driving search, web visits and sales
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3

Metricomm
brings alignment

We provide planning data that tells you what
media titles to focus on, type of content,
language, emotions to evoke etc, including
sector and competitor analysis to increase the
impact of PR on
business targets
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Outdated vs Metricomm…

Don’t obsess over frequency of reach or volume of
coverage, because lots of coverage doesn’t always mean
online searches or sales.
Reach, Opportunity to see, Impression are just as bad
as AVE. These sky-high numbers don’t reflect
engagement – which is what matters.
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We tell you the best media titles for reaching the
highest number of people interested in your news. On
average only 20% of the coverage generated drives
behaviour such as searches
We provide realistic metrics, such as the size of
audience that engages with content and the impact
of coverage on search.

Life is far from black and white and there is
more to sentiment than negative, positive
and neutral.

We measure the six key emotions that drives
decision making. These are happiness, surprise,
sadness, fear, anger and disgust.

You’ve counted the amount of coverage with an
image, a quote etc. So you know that the media
liked your content, but did the reader?

Measure what aspects of your content is driving
engagement, for example what themes and topics
the audience is taking out of coverage.

You can only afford to evaluate your campaign
at the end, and you don’t know how your competitor’s PR
team are performing

At a fraction of the cost of well-known media
evaluation companies, our evaluation covers you
and your key competitors. With near-real time
data, you can adapt live campaigns.

Our planning products…
Planning

Sector Reports
We produce sector reports which reveal
the PR performance of up to 150 competitors
within a particular sector
over a selected time period. This includes the
key issues dominating the sector, the key
publications driving engagement,
the emotions associated and more.
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Competitor Reports
Benchmark your audience impact against
two of your competitors. Gather insight
on where your competitors are gaining traction,
what’s working for them and
what isn’t working.

Bespoke Reports
This report is all about you, and can be
carried out before, during and after a
campaign. Prior to the campaign, the data
reveals what might working for your content.
And during/ after a campaign it reveals how
PR is driving business targets.
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Our key benefits…
Highly cost-effective compared to traditional media evaluation
Timely reporting allows campaigns to be changed in-flight to optimise outcomes
An audience-centric approach to measuring success
Identifies the media titles that have the greatest impact on outcomes
No charge for gathering media coverage, regardless of volume
Real actionable insights, not volume-based metrics

Maximises budgets by focusing on what audiences are likely to see and read
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In brief…

Big Data for PR & Comms Planning & Evaluation
Metricomm reveals how PR supports
businesses targets.
We provide cost-effective insight that allows you
to sharpen your PR, increasing your impact, effectiveness and
return on investment.
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Let’s connect…
Visit metricomm.com to learn more about
what we do
Email us hello@metricomm.com

Call Karen Williams, client director,
07702 806365
Connect with us
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Thank you…
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